Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 1

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

The Giant Turnip
1

Once, a farmer planted a turnip seed. He watered and cared for it. The sun
beamed on it. The turnip grew until it was giant-sized!

2

The farmer was hungry for turnip soup. He tugged on the turnip. The turnip would
not budge.

3
4
5

The farmer called to his wife. “Can you help me with this turnip?”
The farmer and his wife tugged on the turnip. They pulled, but the turnip would
not budge!
The farmer’s wife called to her son. “Can you help us with this turnip?”

6

The farmer, his wife, and son tugged on the turnip. They pulled and pulled. The
turnip would not budge!

7

Then, the son called to his sister, the dog, the cat, and the chickens. “Can you
help us with this turnip?”

8

The farmer, his wife, the son, the sister, the dog, the cat, and the chickens pulled and
tugged. Still, the turnip would not budge.

9

“Perhaps I can help,” said a little gray mouse who was watching nearby.

10 		 So the farmer, his wife, the son, the sister, the dog, the cat, the chickens, and the
little gray mouse tugged on the turnip. They tugged and pulled. PLOP! The turnip
budged!
11 		 That night, the farmer, his wife, the son, the sister, the dog, the cat, the chickens,
and the little gray mouse shared a big pot of turnip soup. They ate giant helpings and
none of them could budge!
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Unit 1

Why does the farmer call to his wife?
A He wants her to find the cat.
B He wants her to help pull the turnip.
C He wants her to water the turnip plant.
D He wants her to make turnip soup.

2

What is the main problem in the story?
A The farmer cannot get the turnip out of the ground.
B The farmer has too many animals on his farm.
C The farmer does not know how to grow crops.
D The farmer wants to show he can do things alone.

3

How is the main problem in the story solved? Use evidence from the text to support
your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

B

2.8(C)

2

Understand

(c)4.I

2

A

2.8(C)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The main
problem is solved when the tiniest of the animals, the mouse, gives his
help to pull the turnip.
(C.T. Traits: Reflect, Communicate, TEKS: 2.8(C), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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– Unit 1

Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 2

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

It’s Okay to Stay Up Late
1 Experts say that kids need ten to twelve hours of sleep each night. Sleep is important
because it helps kids do well in school and have energy to play. But going to bed at
the same time every night is not always needed. Sometimes, it’s good for kids to stay
up a little later and enjoy the nighttime.
2 Kids with early bedtimes don’t get to see some of nature’s wonders. They miss out on
seeing the night sky: the sunset, the stars, the moon, and the planets. They do not get
to see nighttime blooming flowers or hear nighttime insects and other animals. Kids
don’t need to see these things every night. But they should get to see them once in a
while.
3 Kids should also get to experience fun nighttime activities. Many people enjoy playing
games outside at night. A family might want to play hide-and-go seek or go swimming.
Telling stories by a campfire is another fun nighttime activity that all kids should
experience.
4 Parents should plan at least one night each month for their kids to stay up later.
During the school year, the chosen night can be on the weekend. Kids can sleep in
later the next day. Or they can take an afternoon nap to make up the missed sleep.
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 2

ThinkUp! RLA

1

The author is trying to persuade the reader to let kids —
A take naps in the middle of the day
B play games outside
C stay up late sometimes
D listen to stories by a campfire

2

Which sentence from the text presents information based on facts?
A Experts say that kids need ten to twelve hours of sleep each night. (paragraph 1)
B Sometimes, it’s good for kids to stay up a little later and enjoy the nighttime.
(paragraph 1)
C But they should get to see them once in a while. (paragraph 2)
D Parents should plan at least one night each month for their kids to stay up later.
(paragraph 4)

3

What opinion does the author express in paragraph 2? Use evidence from the text to
support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

C

2.9(E)(i)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

2

A

2.9(E)(ii)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: In paragraph 2,
the author expresses the opinion that kids should not miss out on
experiencing nature’s wonders. The author then gives examples
of nighttime wonders that kids would not have the opportunity to
experience without staying up late sometimes.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.9(E)(ii), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 3

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

A Good Home
1

2

“Mew!” squeaked a tiny voice. Cameron peered in the basket on his lap. Three
little faces looked up at him. The family cat, Buttons, had just given birth to a litter of
kittens.

“Hi, kittens!” Cameron said. “Dad, can we keep them all?”

3

Dad laughed and shook his head. “We can’t care for three kittens, Cameron. We’ll
have to find good homes for them.”

4

“Can’t we keep just one?” Cameron asked. He carefully picked up one of the
kittens. She was smaller than the other two. Cameron liked her fluffy fur.

5

“Look at this one!” he said. “I promise I’ll help take care of her.”

6

Dad sat next to Cameron on the sofa. He looked at the tiny kitten Cameron was
holding. “She is pretty cute,” Dad said. “I suppose it would be nice for Buttons to
keep one of her babies.”

7

“Yes!” Cameron exclaimed. “Thanks, Dad!” Cameron looked at the kitten and
thought for a moment. “I’ll call her Cloudy since her fur is fluffy like clouds.”

8
9

Dad smiled. “That’s a great name.”
Cameron gently placed Cloudy in the basket with her brother and sister. “I’ll make
posters to let our neighbors know we have two kittens that need good homes.”

10 		 Just then, Cloudy mewed and looked at Cameron. Cameron laughed. “Don’t
worry,” he said to her. “Your home is right here.”
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 3

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Which best tells what happens in the story in the correct sequence?
A Cameron tries to get his dad to let him keep the kittens. Cameron makes a poster to
let others know about the kittens. Cameron’s dad agrees to let Cameron keep one
cat. Cameron tells the kitten named Cloudy not to worry because she gets to stay
with her mom.
B Cameron’s cat has kittens, and he wants to keep them all. Cameron’s dad agrees
to let him keep one. Cameron chooses the name Cloudy for her. Cameron plans to
make posters to find good homes for the other kittens.
C Cameron hears the sound of a cat coming from a basket. He looks inside to see
three kittens. Cameron asks his dad if he can keep all of them, but his dad says he
cannot. Cameron makes a poster to let others know that his family has kittens that
need good homes.
D Cameron’s family has a cat named Buttons. Cameron wants to keep all Button’s
kittens, but his dad says he cannot. He makes a poster to tell people about the
kittens. Cameron keeps the kitten he names Cloudy.

2

Which is the best paraphrase of paragraphs 6 and 7 of the story?
A Dad looks at the kitten Cameron is holding. He tells Cameron it might be nice if
Buttons can keep a kitten. Cameron thanks Dad and names the kitten Cloudy.
B Dad sits next to Cameron and looks at the kitten. He talks to Cameron. Cameron
becomes excited about naming the kitten.
C Dad wants Buttons to be happy. So he says the family can keep one kitten.
Cameron names the kitten Cloudy because she reminds him of clouds.
D Dad knows Cameron wants to keep a kitten. He says Cameron can keep one.
Cameron says he is glad Buttons can keep a kitten that has fluffy fur.

3

In your own words, tell how Cameron plans to find homes for the other kittens. Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

B

2.7(D)

2

Understand

(c)4.I

2

A

2.7(D)

2

Understand

(c)4.I

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: Cameron plans
to make posters to hang in the neighborhood. The posters will let the
neighbors know that Cameron has kittens that need good homes.
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Link, TEKS: 2.7(D), DOK: 2, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.I)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 4

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

Food Chains
What Are Food Chains?
1 Food chains show what living things eat. Food chains begin with plants and end
with animals. For example, insects eat plants. Small animals eat the insects. Larger
animals eat the small animals.
Why Are Food Chains Important?
2 Plants and animals need each other to live. If one plant or animal in the food chain is
removed, the rest of the food chain is affected.
How Do Food Chains Work?
3 Look at the food chain diagram. Let’s say that one year there are hardly any
grasshoppers born. How does this affect the rest of the food chain? Look at the
arrows. They show that mice eat grasshoppers. Therefore, with fewer grasshoppers,
the mice will have less to eat.
4 When there is a change in one part of a food chain, all parts are impacted. In a food
chain, every link is just as important as another.

plant
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grasshopper

mouse

hawk
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 4

ThinkUp! RLA

1

The reader can tell from the section titles that the author organizes the text by —
A explaining the steps for creating food chains
B comparing the animals that are a part of food chains
C telling about a problem with food chains and then giving a solution
D describing food chains and then telling why they are needed

2

Based on the text and the diagram, what would happen if there were fewer mice?
A Hawks would eat grasshoppers.
B Hawks would eat plants.
C Hawks would have less to eat.
D Hawks would eat larger animals.

3

If the food chain were to continue, what type of animal might appear next? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

D

2.6(C)

2

Apply

(c)4.J

2

C

2.6(C)

2

Apply

(c)4.J

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: If the food chain
were to continue, the reader can predict that the type of animal that
would appear next would be larger than a hawk. The reader can make
this prediction based on the illustrations in the food chain in which larger
animals eat smaller ones and from the sentence in paragraph 1 “Larger
animals eat the small animals.”
(C.T. Traits: Inquire, Strive, TEKS: 2.6(C), DOK: 2, RBT: Apply, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 5

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

Thank You, Mr. President
By Lora Howell

Thank you, Mr. President,
For leading the U.S.A.,
To become the nation of proud people,
That we are today.

5

From Washington to Lincoln,
And presidents yet to be,
We thank you for your service,
To the land of the brave and free!

Thank you, Mr. President,
10

For leading the U.S.A.,
We thank you for your service,
To the land of the brave and free!
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 5

ThinkUp! RLA

1

How are stanzas 2 (lines 5–8) and 3 (lines 9–12) alike?
A Every line is a complete sentence.
B The lines have the same number of words.
C The last two lines of each stanza are the same.
D Both stanzas include the names of famous people.

2

The poet structures stanzas 1 (lines 1–4) and 2 (lines 5–8) by using rhyme in —
A the first and second lines of the stanzas
B the third and fourth lines of the stanzas
C the first and third lines of the stanzas
D the second and fourth lines of the stanzas

3

Describe the poet’s use of stanzas in the poem. Use evidence from the text to support
your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

C

2.9(B)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

2

D

2.9(B)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The poet uses
three stanzas with four lines each. The poet creates the last stanza by
using two lines from the first stanza and two lines from the second stanza.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.9(B), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 6

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

Prairie Dog Tunnels

National Park Service
U.S. Department of the Interior

Prairie Dogs of North America

1 Prairie dogs live only in the grasslands of North America. These small animals blend
in with what is around them. Their tan fur is the same color as the golden prairie
grasses. They make their homes in tan soil. This keeps them safe from other animals.
2 Prairie dogs build their homes underground. They use their strong front legs and
claws. They dig deep tunnels that lead to larger underground rooms. There are rooms
for sleeping, rooms for playing, rooms for storing food, and even bathrooms!
3 A prairie dog family lives in their own home. Other families build homes nearby. The
many homes create one big prairie dog town! Living close together in groups keeps
the prairie dogs safe. The largest prairie dog town ever found was in Texas. About 400
million prairie dogs lived there!
4 Prairie dogs have a special way of talking. When a prairie dog spots danger, it makes
a warning cry. When the others hear the cry, they know what to do. They zip down
into their underground homes. Once the danger passes, the prairie dog guard sends
out a different call. This call says, “Everything is fine again. You can come out and
play!”
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 6

ThinkUp! RLA

1

The central idea of the text is that prairie dogs —
A are special animals in North America
B are found in large numbers in Texas
C talk to each other in their own language
D have ways of living together that keep them safe

2

Which of these describes how the text is organized?
A The author presents main ideas and supports those ideas with important details.
B The author tells events in the order they happened.
C The author presents a cause for an action and then presents the effects.
D The author makes comparisons between two things.

3

How does the author support the idea that prairie dogs enjoy helping one another? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

D

2.9(D)(i)

2

Understand

(c)4.I

2

A

2.9(D)(iii)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The author
supports this idea by showing that prairie dogs build their houses close
together for safety (paragraph 3) and that they warn of danger using
certain calls (paragraph 4).
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.9(D)(i), DOK: 2, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 7

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

The Project
1

Mrs. Lopez’s second-grade classroom was buzzing with excitement. Students
wiggled in their seats as they waited to hear about the special project.

2

Mrs. Lopez began. “I have a surprise for you about our outer space unit. My sister
is an astronomer.”

3
4

Asad raised his hand. “Mrs. Lopez, what is an astronomer?”
She smiled and replied, “An astronomer is a scientist who studies space, including
planets and stars. My sister has invited our class to visit the planetarium where she
works.”

5
6

“Awesome!” Asad shouted as the class cheered.
“We will visit the planetarium this Friday,” Mrs. Lopez said. “While we’re there,
each of you will choose a planet or a star. You will then create a model of that planet
or star for our class display. Does anyone have a question about the project?”

7
8

Michael raised his hand and asked, “May we work with partners?”
“That’s a great idea, Michael. Let’s make this a partner project,” Mrs. Lopez
replied.

9

Michael turned to Asad and said, “Let’s work together.”

10 		 “Sure,” Asad replied. “My mom is an artist so we have a lot of materials at my
house. Do you want to come over on Saturday and get started?”
11 		

“I can’t wait,” Michael said excitedly.
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 7

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Which sentence from the text best helps the reader picture the setting?
A Mrs. Lopez’s second-grade classroom was buzzing with excitement. (paragraph 1)
B “My sister has invited our class to visit the planetarium where she works.”
(paragraph 4)
C Michael raised his hand and asked, “May we work with partners?” (paragraph 7)
D Michael turned to Asad and said, “Let’s work together.” (paragraph 9)

2

If the story continued, the setting on Friday would be —
A the planetarium
B Asad’s house
C the second-grade classroom
D Michael’s house

3

What setting does Asad suggest for working on the partner project and why? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

A

2.8(D)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

2

A

2.8(D)

2

Analyze

(c)4.K

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: In paragraph 10,
Asad invites Michael to his house to work on the partner project because
his mom is an artist and has supplies they can use.
(C.T. Traits: Reflect, Communicate, TEKS: 2.8(D), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 8

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

The Bills of Birds
1 You can learn about birds by looking at their beaks or bills. The shape of a bird’s bill
is a clue about the type of food it eats. Read the chart to learn about types of bills and
the foods eaten by some birds.

Picture of
Bill

Type of Bill

Cone-shaped
bills are used for
cracking seeds.

Pointed bills are
used to dig for
insects.

Hooked bills are
used to tear meat.

Long, thin bills are
used to sip nectar
from flowers.

Examples
of Birds

sparrows and
cardinals

warblers and
woodpeckers

hawks and owls

hummingbirds
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 8

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Which words in the chart tell about cardinals?
A Cone-shaped bills are used for cracking seeds.
B Pointed bills are used to dig for insects.
C Hooked bills are used to tear meat.
D Long, thin bills are used to sip nectar from flowers.

2

Based on the chart, how is a hummingbird different from a hawk?
A A hummingbird has feathers.
B A hummingbird drinks with its bill.
C A hummingbird mainly eats meat.
D A hummingbird has a curved bill.

3

How do the pictures in the chart help the reader? Use evidence from the text to
support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

A

2.9(D)(ii)

2

Apply

(c)4.I

2

B

2.9(D)(ii)

2

Apply

(c)4.I

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The pictures
help the reader by showing what the birds look like, especially their bills.
These images allow the reader to understand how the bills can achieve
the functions described in the second row.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.9(D)(ii), DOK: 2, RBT: Apply, ELPS: (c)4.I)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 9

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

Sea Anemones
1 A sea anemone looks like a beautiful flower. But be careful because this is no flower!
An anemone is an ocean animal that stings and eats other animals.
2 The sea anemone has a mouth in the middle of its body. The mouth is circled by many
tentacles that look like hundreds of waving fingers. These long, bendy body parts are
used to alert the animal when things swim by in the water.
3 The tentacles are used to catch food. They sting prey that swim by. Then, they grab
the prey and push it into the mouth.
4 Sea anemones can be large or small. Many are bright blue, purple, or green.
5 Anemones attach themselves to rocks or to the seafloor. They do not move from this
spot. They stay there all day and all night waiting for food to come to them.
6 If you see an anemone, observe it carefully. Take time to notice its features. But do
not get too close. Remember, it stings!

Sea Anemones
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Unit 9

Which word means the opposite of bendy in paragraph 2?
A Stiff
B Short
C Soft
D Slippery

2

Read this dictionary entry.
bright /brīt/ adjective
1. clever or smart
2. strong and clear in color
3. happy or cheerful
4. full of hope

Which meaning of the word bright is used in paragraph 4?
A Meaning 1
B Meaning 2
C Meaning 3
D Meaning 4

3

What clues does the author give about the meaning of observe in paragraph 6? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

A

2.3(B)

1

Apply

(c)4.F

2

B

2.3(A)

1

Apply

(c)4.F

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The word “notice”
provides a clue that the word “observe” means “to study closely.” The
words “carefully” and “Take time” are also helpful context clues.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Adapt, TEKS: 2.3(B), DOK: 2, RBT: Apply, ELPS: (c)4.F)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 10

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the texts and answer the questions.

Wolves
1 “Little Red Riding Hood” and “The Three Little Pigs” have wolves as characters. In
these stories, the wolves are tricky or mean. Yet, in everyday life, wolves are amazing
animals.
2 Wolves are mammals. They belong to the dog family. Wolves live in packs. The
strongest and smartest male wolf is the leader of the pack. The packs work together
to hunt. They also clean, feed, and protect their young, or pups.
3 Wolves are meat-eaters. They can smell prey from more than one mile away. Wolves
also use their bodies to show how they feel. They show their teeth when angry. They
may flatten their ears against their heads to show fear. Wolves are friendly with each
other. But unlike the characters in stories, wolves stay away from people.

Foxes
1 The tricky fox is a character in many stories. Real foxes do not trick others, but they
are smart. Foxes can live in different areas. They like to eat mice and birds. If they
cannot find small animals to hunt, they will eat other things. Sometimes they eat
fruits or vegetables. Foxes living near people will even eat garbage or pet food.
2 Foxes have thick tails. They use their tails in many ways. Tails help foxes balance.
Foxes also use their tails like blankets in winter. Sometimes they wave their tails
like flags. This is a way foxes greet family members. They live in small families when
taking care of pups. Most of the time, foxes like to live alone.
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 10

ThinkUp! RLA

1

Which of these ideas is in both “Wolves” and “Foxes”?
A Wolves and foxes belong to the dog family.
B Wolves and foxes use their tails for balance.
C Wolves and foxes take care of their young.
D Wolves and foxes like to live by themselves.

2

According to both texts, what do wolves and foxes have in common?
A They both follow the smartest animal in the group.
B They both use their bodies to send messages.
C They both live in packs with other animals.
D They both eat meat and vegetables.

3

Read these sentences from paragraph 1 of the texts.
“Wolves”: In these stories, the wolves are tricky or mean. Yet, in everyday life,
wolves are amazing animals.
“Foxes”: The tricky fox is a character in many stories. Real foxes do not trick
others, but they are smart.
What do these sentences help the reader understand about wolves and foxes? Use
evidence from the texts to support your answer.

Copying permitted for classroom use.
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Answer Keys and Codings
Pre-Assessment

Item

Answer

TEKS

DOK

RBT

ELPS

1

C

2.6(E)

3

Understand

(c)4.J

2

B

2.6(E)

3

Understand

(c)4.J

– Unit 10

3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The sentences
help the reader understand that wolves and foxes are different from how
they are presented in stories. Wolves and foxes are clever animals that
are not tricky.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Reflect, TEKS: 2.6(E), DOK: 3, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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Pre-Assessment

Name: ____________________________
Unit 11

ThinkUp! RLA

Read the text and answer the questions.

City Mouse and Country Mouse
Characters
CITY MOUSE
COUNTRY MOUSE
YELLOW CAT
SCENE 1
1 [At Country Mouse’s quiet farmhouse. City Mouse knocks on the small front door.]
2 COUNTRY MOUSE: [Opening the door and smiling.] Welcome, cousin! Come in and
eat some good food!
3 [The two mice sit and begin eating bread crumbs and cheese.]
4 CITY MOUSE: [Sneering.] This is not as fancy as city food! All day, I enjoy cakes and
pies. You should come to the city and taste these treats for yourself.
5 COUNTRY MOUSE: [Shaking City Mouse’s hand.] You have a deal. I will go with you
to the city. Those cakes and pies sound delicious.
SCENE 2
6 [In the busy, noisy city. City Mouse guides Country Mouse to a dumpster in an alley
behind a restaurant.]
7 CITY MOUSE: This is my favorite spot for cakes and pies.
8 COUNTRY MOUSE: [Licking his lips.] Oh, I can’t wait to try all of this!
9 [Just then, Yellow Cat peers over the edge of the dumpster. He licks his lips when he
sees the food and the mice.]
10 YELLOW CAT: [Laughing.] What a feast I will have tonight!
11 CITY MOUSE: [Yelling to Country Mouse.] Run!
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Name: ____________________________
Unit 11

ThinkUp! RLA

SCENE 3
12 [Inside City Mouse’s apartment.]
13 COUNTRY MOUSE: You might like the noise of the city. But I like my life in the
country. [Picking up his bags to leave.] Come visit anytime, but it’s time for me to go
home!
14 CITY MOUSE: Goodbye, cousin. I hope we both live happily ever after in our own
favorite places!
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1

What do Country Mouse and Yellow Cat have in common in SCENE 2?
A They think the food in the dumpster looks good.
B They want to get out of the noise of the city.
C They think the dumpster is a strange place to keep food.
D They hope they can run fast enough to get out of danger.

2

Read these lines from SCENE 1.
CITY MOUSE: [Sneering.] This is not as fancy as city food! All day, I enjoy cakes and
pies. You should come to the city and taste these treats for yourself.
COUNTRY MOUSE: [Shaking City Mouse’s hand.] You have a deal. I will go with you
to the city. Those cakes and pies sound delicious.
From these lines, the reader can conclude that Country Mouse —
A is more willing to try a new place than City Mouse
B likes the country better than the city
C is hoping City Mouse will move to the country
D likes food that he makes himself

3

How does the setting change throughout the drama and how does the author share
this information? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The setting
is identified at the beginning of each scene. In Scene 1, the setting is
Country Mouse’s quiet farmhouse. In Scene 2, the setting is the busy,
noisy city. In Scene 3, the setting is City Mouse’s apartment.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.9(C), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

Leonardo da Vinci
1 Leonardo da Vinci was a famous artist. He was born more than 500 years ago. But
da Vinci liked to learn about many subjects besides art. Da Vinci liked to study math,
science, and inventions.
Science Helping Art
2 Da Vinci loved science and nature. These topics gave him ideas for art. He studied
the way human bodies are put together. He learned about muscles and bones and
how they work to move the body. This helped him paint pictures of people that looked
real.
3 One of his famous paintings is called Mona Lisa. The painting hangs in a museum in
France. Millions of people see the painting every year.
Science and Art Helping Create Inventions
4 Da Vinci was also an inventor. He imagined what new machines might look like.
Then, he drew them.
5 Some of da Vinci’s drawings were of helicopters and calculators. The drawings
helped others create the machines many years later. Da Vinci’s drawings also helped
the people who built the first cars.
Remembering Leonardo
6 Leonardo da Vinci is remembered as a great artist. But he is also known for his ideas
for inventions. He is still studied by people today.
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1

Unit 12

The author most likely wrote this text to —
A tell when Leonardo da Vinci was born
B explain why Leonardo da Vinci is well-known
C tell where to see Leonardo da Vinci’s paintings
D explain how Leonardo da Vinci drew machines

2

The author organized the text to —
A show that da Vinci had many interests he studied
B compare da Vinci with other artists and scientists
C explain why da Vinci is remembered as an artist
D describe the artwork that da Vinci created

3

Why does the author most likely include the information in paragraph 1? Use evidence
from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The author
includes the information in paragraph 1 to introduce the topic, Leonardo
da Vinci, and to explain that da Vinci was an artist who liked learning
about many subjects.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Examine, TEKS: 2.10(A), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

The Longest Kick
1

Cal wanted to be a famous football player. Coach Mick, the Lions’ coach, thought
Cal was too small. The other boys teased him.

2

At practice, Coach Mick yelled, “Cal, get the water! Clean the helmets!” Cal
obeyed his coach.

3
4

Every day, Cal waited until the players had left. He practiced kicking field goals.
One night, a college football coach came to watch the Lions. “I’m here to find the
best players in the state,” said the coach.

5

While Cal mopped the locker room, a man dressed in black and white appeared.

6

The man said, “A college coach is here to watch the game. We must get you ready
to play.” He blew his whistle. POOF! Cal was in uniform.

7

Cal ran to the field and stood on the sidelines. He cheered for his teammates. He
waited and waited. With four seconds left, the Lions were losing by two points. Cal’s
team had just enough time to kick a field goal to win.

8
9

Coach Mick looked at Cal. “You’re in,” he said. “It’s up to you.”
Cal ran onto the field. He was nervous. Before he had time to think, the football
was set. Cal kicked it. WHOOSH! The ball zoomed perfectly through the goalposts.
The Lions won!

10 		

“Wow!” said the crowd.

11 		 “Wow!” said Coach Mick. “No Lions player has ever kicked a field goal from that
far away!”
12 		

“Wow!” said the college coach. “I think I’ve just found the best kicker in the state!”
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Unit 13

At the beginning of the story, how does Cal most likely feel?
A Unhappy
B Shy
C Afraid
D Puzzled

2

Cal’s actions show that he —
A likes to work more than play sports
B knows he will be successful
C studies harder than anyone else
D keeps trying to be better

3

How do Coach Mick and the college coach most likely feel at the end of the story? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: Coach Mick and
the college coach most likely are surprised that Cal kicks a field goal from
so far away. They both say, “Wow!”
(C.T. Traits: Reflect, Communicate, TEKS: 2.8(B), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

The Walking Stick
1 The walking stick is an insect. It uses clever tricks to hide from enemies. This insect
looks like a stick with antennae and legs. The walking stick is difficult to see on
bushes and trees where it lives. The insect changes its color to match the bushes and
trees. When in danger, the walking stick pretends to be dead. Sometimes, it sprays a
bad-smelling liquid. These traits protect the insect from its enemies.

2 The walking stick eats the stems of plants. It eats at night when its enemies are
sleeping. The walking stick sleeps during the day. This insect does not move
often. When it does walk, it sways like a stick in the wind. Walking sticks are found
everywhere on Earth, except the South Pole. So the next time you walk in the woods,
look closely. A twig you see might be a living thing!
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1

Why does a walking stick change colors?
A To blend in with plants
B To scare away enemies
C To eat stems more easily
D To sway in the wind

2

Which sentence from the text shows that a walking stick tries to protect itself?
A This insect looks like a stick with antennae and legs. (paragraph 1)
B The walking stick eats the stems of plants. (paragraph 2)
C It eats at night when its enemies are sleeping. (paragraph 2)
D Walking sticks are found everywhere on Earth, except the South Pole. (paragraph 2)

3

Read these sentences from paragraph 2.
So the next time you walk in the woods, look closely. A twig you see might be a living
thing!
What is an idea that can be supported by these sentences? Use evidence from the text
to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: Because insects
have clever ways of hiding in nature, people must look closely to notice
them. What might appear to be a twig might actually be an insect such as
a walking stick.
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Inquire, TEKS: 2.6(H), DOK: 3, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

A Fish Tale
1

One day, a goat sat on the bank. He cast his fishing line into the lake. Soon, he felt
a tug. He reeled in his line and saw a fish the size of a minnow.

2

“You are a small fellow, but you will do,” said the goat.

3

The goat tucked a silky napkin into his shirt. He snatched his fork to eat the fish.

4

“Stop!” cried the little fish. “Don’t eat me. My brother is much bigger!”

5

The goat growled, “Swim along then.”

6
7
8
9

So the goat sat on the bank. He cast his fishing line into the lake. Soon, he felt a
tug on his line. He reeled it in and saw a fish the size of a hot dog.
“Ha!” said the goat. “You are much bigger! I am ready for a tasty meal.”
The goat picked up his fork. The fish cried, “Don’t eat me! My older brother is
huge!”
The goat licked his lips. He growled, “Swim along then.”

10 		 So the goat sat on the bank. He cast his fishing line into the lake. Soon, he felt
a tug. He tried to reel in his line. The fish was a whopper! The goat tugged. The fish
splashed. The goat yanked his fishing pole again. SNAP! The line broke. The goat lost
his balance and tumbled into the lake.
11 		 The goat crawled out of the water and looked across the lake. The biggest fish
winked and said, “The biggest fish is not always the best.”
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1

Unit 15

Which words from paragraph 3 provide the best description?
A goat, shirt
B napkin, fork
C silky, snatched
D eat, fish

2

Read this sentence from paragraph 10.
The fish was a whopper!
What does this sentence mean?
A The fish was pulled from the water.
B The fish moved a lot.
C The fish was loud.
D The fish was really large.

3

Read this sentence from paragraph 1.
He cast his fishing line into the lake.
Why does the author include this sentence in the text? Use evidence from the text to
support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The words in this
sentence express exactly what the goat is doing. The author uses literal
language to help the reader understand and picture this event.
(C.T. Traits: Adapt, Strive, TEKS: 2.10(D), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

The Life Cycle of a Butterfly
1 Like many insects, a butterfly starts from an egg. When a butterfly egg hatches, a tiny
caterpillar, or larva, comes out. The larva eats leaves and grows larger. It attaches
itself to a twig. The larva forms a hard shell called a pupa. The pupa blends in with
twigs and leaves. This helps protect it from enemies. A wonderful change happens
inside the pupa. The caterpillar becomes an adult butterfly. Soon, the female
butterfly lays her eggs. This life cycle begins again.

butterfly
eggs

larva

adult
butterfly

pupa

The Butterfly Life Cycle
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1

Unit 16

Why are some words in bold font in the text?
A To draw attention to the important ideas in the diagram
B To provide the definitions of important words
C To describe what the paragraph is mostly about
D To show words from another language

2

What can the reader learn from the diagram?
A A caterpillar eats leaves.
B A larva attaches itself to twigs.
C A pupa becomes an adult butterfly.
D A pupa has a hard shell.

3

What do the arrows in the diagram help the reader understand? Use evidence from the
text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses may include: The arrows help
the reader understand the order of the stages in a butterfly’s life cycle.
The arrows also help the reader understand that the cycle repeats.
(C.T. Traits: Strive, Examine, TEKS: 2.10(C), DOK: 2, RBT: Apply, ELPS: (c)4.I)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

The Ugly Duckling
1

Once upon a time, a mother duck laid six eggs. She watched proudly as each egg
hatched. Soon, she discovered a seventh egg. The baby from the last egg hatched.
The mother duck immediately noticed something about the seventh baby.

2

“You don’t look like the other ducklings,” she said to him. The bird felt sad that he
was different from his brothers and sisters. He ran away to find other birds like him.

3

One day, the bird saw a new group of birds resting by a pond. He noticed the birds
had large wings, white feathers, and long necks. Suddenly, they began whooping
loudly. They were about to fly south for the winter. After they left, the bird wished he
had joined them.

4

The weather turned cold. The bird searched for food and friends. Spring came
and the snow melted. One day, the bird saw his reflection in the water. He knew he
belonged with the flock of beautiful birds he had seen in the fall.

5

Soon, the flock returned. The bird decided to join them. One of the birds said to
him, “Welcome to our flock.”

6

The bird smiled and said, “I am a fine, beautiful swan.”
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Unit 17

What is the topic of the text?
A Being sad
B Proud birds
C Being different
D Hatched eggs

2

What is the theme of the text?
A It is important to be happy with who you are.
B Families like to help each other.
C It is important to say kind things to others.
D Actions are more important than words.

3

How does the author of “The Ugly Duckling” help the reader understand the theme?
Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: In paragraph
2, the mother duck hurts the duckling with her words, “You don’t look
like the other ducklings.” These words make the duckling feel different
and not wanted. But when the bird finds others who look like him, he is
welcomed into the flock. He feels happy to be a swan.
(C.T. Traits: Link, Communicate, TEKS: 2.8(A), DOK: 3, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

Sea Otters
1 Sea otters live in the Pacific Ocean. They are mammals. Some mammals have
blubber to keep them warm. Sea otters do not have blubber. They have fur. Sea otters
have the thickest fur of any mammal. This fur helps them stay warm in cold ocean
waters.
Mothers and Babies
2 Mother sea otters care for their babies. Baby sea otters are called pups. Mother
otters float on their backs and then place the pups on their stomachs. This keeps the
pups warm and safe. Mother otters groom their pups often. They blow on their pups’
fur to keep it dry and fluffy.
Breaking Shells
3 Sea otters eat crabs, snails, and clams. Clam shells can be difficult to open. Sea
otters use tools to solve this problem. They use small rocks as hammers. Sea otters
bang on the shells with the rocks.
A Slippery Sleep
4 Sea otters also use kelp. Kelp is a type of seaweed. Sea otters wrap themselves in the
kelp. Then, they do not float away while they sleep. Sea otters are clever about living
in the ocean!
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Name: ____________________________
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What is the best summary of the text?
A Sea otters are Pacific Ocean mammals that have thick fur to stay warm. Mother
otters care for their young by keeping them warm, safe, and dry. Sea otters use
tools to get food out of shells. They wrap themselves in seaweed when they sleep so
they do not float away.
B Sea otters do not have blubber like other animals. Their thick fur keeps them warm.
They eat food in shells. They break the shells with rocks and hammers. They like to
use sea plants called kelp as their floating beds.
C Sea otter mothers take care of their young. They break into shells to get the pups
food. They find kelp to make beds for the pups. They wrap the pups in seaweed to
keep the pups from floating away. They blow on the pups’ fur to keep it dry.
D Sea otters have clever ways for using what they find in the ocean. They like food
that grows in shells. Shells are hard to open, so sea otters break the shells with
rocks. Sea otters do not have blubber like other animals that live in cold water.
Instead, they have thick fur.

2

What is the best summary of paragraph 2?
A Pups are what the babies of mother sea otters are called, and mother sea otters
take care of their pups in the ocean in several ways.
B Mother sea otters do something called grooming to their babies, which are called
pups. This includes blowing on the fur to make it look fluffy and to keep it dry.
C Sea otters can float on their backs, and mother sea otters float this way and then
place their pups on top of them to help keep their pups warm and safe.
D Sea otter mothers take care of their pups by placing them on their stomachs to
keep them warm and safe and by blowing on the pups’ fur to keep it dry and fluffy.

3

Paraphrase the information in the section titled “A Slippery Sleep.” Use evidence from
the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: Sea otters use a
type of seaweed called kelp when they sleep. They wrap themselves in
the kelp so they won’t float away. This example shows that sea otters are
clever.
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Link, TEKS: 2.7(D), DOK: 2, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.I)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

The Magic Pot
1

Mother and I were poor. Most nights we had nothing to eat. One evening, Mother
said, “Daughter, go to the forest and find berries for dinner.”

2

I began to cry as I walked through the woods. I heard a voice behind me. “Why are
you crying?” asked an old woman, holding a black cooking pot.

3

“My mother and I have nothing to eat,” I said.

4

“I will give you this magic pot,” she replied. “You will never be hungry again.”

5

The old woman handed me the pot. She said, “Cook, pot, cook.” The pot quickly
filled with porridge. “Stop, pot, stop!” the old woman ordered.

6

She gave me a spoon. I gobbled up all the porridge. As I turned to go, the old
woman reminded me of the magic words. I thanked her and ran home to tell Mother.

7

Each morning, Mother and I ordered, “Cook, pot, cook,” and the pot filled to the
brim. When we said, “Stop, pot, stop!” it did just that. News spread about the magic
pot.

8

One day while we napped, a Stranger entered our hut. He grabbed the pot and
dashed out. “What will we do?” Mother asked sadly.

9

A short while later, the Stranger knocked on our door and cried, “Help! I stole
your magic pot. Now porridge is everywhere!” Mother and I stepped outside and saw
porridge oozing through the forest.

10 		

I yelled, “Stop, pot, stop!” The pot obeyed.

11 		

The Stranger asked us to forgive him. Mother and I helped him clean the mess.

12 		

“We will share our porridge with you,” Mother said to the Stranger.

13 		 “Your kindness has reminded me that sharing is better for everyone,” the Stranger
replied.
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1

Unit 19

Who is telling the story?
A The mother
B The stranger
C The daughter
D An outside narrator

2

Which sentence gives the best clue about the point of view of the text?
A The pot quickly filled with porridge. (paragraph 5)
B I thanked her and ran home to tell Mother. (paragraph 6)
C News spread about the magic pot. (paragraph 7)
D He grabbed the pot and dashed out. (paragraph 8)

3

How might the story be different if it were told from another character’s point of view?
Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: If the story were
told from the old woman’s point of view, the reader would not know what
happens in the house with the mother and daughter after they get the
pot. If the story were told from the Stranger’s point of view, the reader
would not know how the daughter was given the pot by the old woman.
(C.T. Traits: Strive, Examine, TEKS: 2.10(E), DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze, ELPS: (c)4.K)
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Read the text and answer the questions.

Catfish
1 Have you ever been to a river or a pond? If so, catfish might have been nearby. Why
are they called catfish? Catfish have four pairs of whiskers. These whiskers look like
the whiskers of a cat. That is how the catfish was named. Whiskers are one of the
few things catfish and cats have in common. One way cats and catfish are different
is their size. Catfish are larger than pet cats. The biggest catfish ever caught weighed
over 600 pounds! A pet cat weighs about 9 pounds.
2 Most catfish live in muddy rivers, creeks, or ponds. It can be difficult for them to see
in the muddy water. Catfish use their whiskers to taste and to touch. Their whiskers
help them find food when the water is not clear. Young catfish eat water insects. As
they grow, catfish begin to eat other types of food. Adult catfish eat small fish and
snails. These amazing fish use their whiskers to live in their underwater homes.
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Which sentence from paragraph 1 tells the reader how catfish are different from pet cats?
A Catfish have four pairs of whiskers.
B These whiskers look like the whiskers of a cat.
C That is how the catfish was named.
D Catfish are larger than pet cats.

2

Which of these ideas is supported by the information in paragraph 2?
A Catfish use their whiskers to help them survive.
B Catfish can grow very large in size.
C Catfish have good eyesight underwater.
D Catfish build special kinds of homes.

3

Which details from the text support the idea that catfish are found in certain types of
water? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
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3. Answers may vary. Student responses might include: The second
paragraph discusses that most catfish live in muddy rivers, creeks, or
ponds. This shows that catfish live in certain types of water.
(C.T. Traits: Examine, Link, TEKS: 2.6(G), DOK: 3, RBT: Understand, ELPS: (c)4.J)
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